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Atlantic Bearing Services LLC (Miami - Florida) has acquired former Moventas Gears’ Full Service Repair Center in Big 
Spring, Texas under a new corporation named ABS Wind USA LLC (ABSW).
 
Atlantic Bearing Services LLC (ABS) is a highly specialized engineering solution company who designs and manufacturers special 
bearings and power transmission products such gears, gearboxes, cardan,  regular industrial shafts, engineered chains, couplings 
etc. ABS has local presence in countries such as Costa Rica, Guatemala, Brazil, Spain, Italy, China, Mexico among others and serves 
industries such Steel, Cement, Sugar as well as Wind. For the Wind industry, ABS has specialized repair shops in Puebla (Mexico), 
Juchitan-Oaxaca (Mexico), Cartago (Costa Rica), Natal (Brazil). Check web site for more information www.atlantic-bearing.com 
 
ABSW is fully owned by ABS’s shareholders (Ryasa and iQ Engineering Group) and it has kept most of former Moventas workshop’s staff 
in the key areas. ABS Wind proudly offers wind generation customers affordable high-quality repair services for their wind turbine fleets in 
the US. Also ABS Wind USA pride themselves in their abilities to work closely with their customers to supply them with the best mechanical 
repair solutions for their fleet. ABSW mainly excels in:
 
Gearbox Inspection and Assessment Services: ABSW global team of specialists use state of the art equipment to inspect any gearbox 
brands. ABSW provides a exhaustive analysis report of customer’s gearbox condition, operating ability and recommends course of action. 
 
Gearbox Upgrade: Using ABSW extensive engineering expertise, ABSW can provide gearbox overhaul services to increase capacity and 
operating capability. ABSW can also offer their customers re-engineer and upgrades options for any gearbox or gearbox component. ABSW’s 
main goal is to pinpoint the failure points of customer’s  gearbox models and to offer upgrades in order to achieve the gearboxes a longer life cycle. 
 
Gearbox MultiTecnology: ABSW’s main goal is to serve wind industry’s  MultiTechnology’s equipment including Moventas original 
gearing for Moventas OEM repairs. Quality work and prompt deliveries will be important factors.
 
Check web site for more information www.wind.atlantic-bearing.com
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